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Wyoming Range backcountry. photo by Tom Reed



 This state is known for its long vistas, sage brush deserts, high mountains, deep 

forests and crashing rivers. To the hunter and angler, Wyoming offers some of 

the finest outdoor opportunities in the world. From its abundant antelope and 

mule deer to its elk to its four subspecies of native cutthroat trout, this state 

sustains a wide variety of game and fish and enough wild country to absorb 

a lifetime of exploring. Wyoming is a haven for those seeking what America 

once was: wild, beautiful, rugged land that provides solitude, a unique outdoor 

experience, and top-quality hunting and fishing. The state’s 3 million acres of 

inventoried roadless areas on national forests are crucial to maintaining this 

outdoor heritage. 

These are lands of many uses, open to all kinds of transportation and accessed 

by sportsmen from all walks of life. This country provides top-quality big game 

habitat with thousands of forested acres for elk security and the kind of rugged 

backcountry that grows trophy bulls and bucks. Roadless backcountry land 

protects the cold, clear headwaters that feed the state’s thriving sport fishery, 

comprise much of its native trout habitat, and provide clean water for Wyoming’s 

municipalities and irrigators. 

Backcountry areas on public lands are the places where our parents introduced 

us to the rugged outdoor life, and places that we can save for our children as 

we would pass on a treasured fishing rod or rifle.

Yet these lands are threatened by development that would degrade our outdoor 

heritage. This report will ensure that people who care about fishing and hunting 

opportunities in Wyoming are armed with good information so they may posi-

tively influence efforts to protect and conserve undeveloped areas. It is essential 

that the voices of anglers and hunters are considered in determining the future 

of Wyoming’s public lands. As this report reveals, few interests are more affected 

by how the U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management manage our 

public land than sportsmen and women. Our voices need to be heard.
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CUTTHROAT EVOLUTION
The retreat of the glaciers after the last ice age isolated 
the Yellowstone cutthroat from other native subspecies 
of cutthroat trout. Later events allowed Wyoming’s other 
three subspecies to evolve from their Yellowstone ances-
tor: Snake River finespotted cutthroat, Colorado River cut-
throat, and Bonneville cutthroat. The evolutionary history of 
these subspecies allows for genetic variations that make 
them uniquely suited to their native habitat. For example, 
Bonneville cutthroats of the upper Bear River have thrived 
in waters that proved too warm and turbid for introduced 
rainbows. Protecting the lands that support native trout 
populations helps to ensure the persistence of these long-
evolved genetic characteristics.

Wyoming’s native trout populations demonstrate the 
important ways that backcountry areas contribute to 
trout habitat. 

• Bonneville cutthroats of the Bear River basin rely 
on tributaries found in Wyoming’s roadless areas 
for spawning habitat.

• Colorado River cutthroats are hanging on in unde-
veloped headwaters while restoration projects 
seek to reconnect them to downstream habitat. 

• Yellowstone/Snake River finespotted cutthroat 
trout still occupy a relatively high percentage of 
their historic range, thanks to an abundance of 
pristine habitat provided by Wyoming’s backcoun-
try roadless areas.

YELLOWSTONE AND SNAKE RIVER FINESPOTTED CUTTHROAT TROUT
Yellowstone cutthroat trout historically occurred in the Snake River drainage from the headwaters down 
to Shoshone Falls, and in the Yellowstone drainage from the headwaters down to at least the conflu-
ence of the Big Horn River near Billings, Montana.1 This distribution includes large areas within Montana, 
Idaho, and Wyoming, as well as the extreme northeastern corner of Nevada and northwestern corner 
of Utah.

The Snake River finespotted cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarkii behnkei) evolved from the Yellowstone 
cutthroat (Oncorhynchus clarkii bouvieri) during the last glacial period, and the two forms can be dis-
tinguished only by the size of their spots.2 Though the Snake River finespotted cutthroat is recognized 
as a separate subspecies, distinct from the Yellowstone cutthroat, the two subspecies are genetically 
identical and occupy overlapping ranges, so they are managed together as Yellowstone cutthroat.

The Yellowstone cutthroat currently occupies 55 percent of its historic range in Wyoming, and is clas-
sified as a species of special concern.1 The Jackson region contains one of the healthiest native trout 
populations in the entire United States. It is estimated that Yellowstone/Snake River finespotted cut-
throats occupy 98 percent of their historic range within the region.3 Seventy-eight percent of habitat in 
the Jackson Management Region is included in roadless areas, designated wilderness or national parks. 
Overall, 67 percent of Wyoming’s Yellowstone cutthroat habitat is in undeveloped areas.
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BONNEVILLE CUTTHROAT TROUT
Historically located in the Great Basin of Utah, Wyoming, Idaho, and Nevada, 
the Bonneville cutthroat (Oncorhynchus clarkii utah) currently occupies just 
35 percent of historic habitat range-wide and 49 percent of historical range in 
Wyoming.4 Wyoming’s Bonneville habitat includes critical spawning tributar-
ies for the Bear River, which makes up the best connected large river habitat 
available to Bonneville cutthroats. The Smiths Fork River is the lynchpin of the 
upper Bear River system; the healthiest of all its spawning tributaries. A high 
percentage of the Bonneville cutthroats between Woodruff Narrows Reservoir 
in Wyoming and Bear Lake, on the border of Idaho and Utah, use the Smiths 
Fork and its tributaries for spawning. In dry years, migrating Bonnevilles that 
are unable to pass by diversions on the Thomas Fork have been known to 
turn around and use the Smiths Fork instead. Trout Unlimited, along with fed-
eral, state, and private partners, has nearly completed a large-scale project 
to restore fish passage at three irrigation diversion barriers along the Thomas 
Fork. Once complete, that project will have reestablished access to critical 
historic Thomas Fork spawning habitats.

The pristine tributaries of the Smiths Fork River remain the best quality spawn-
ing habitat available to Bear River Bonneville cutthroats. Over-grazing and 
vegetation management practices that eliminated sage brush and riparian 
willows on surrounding BLM lands have increased erosion and compromised 
the quality of spawning habitat on other streams in the area. Smiths Fork tribu-
taries, meanwhile, provide excellent spawning habitat for what is one of the 
most genetically pure populations of Bonneville cutthroats. Ninety-two percent 
of the land in the upper Smiths Fork watershed is roadless (primarily included 
within the Lake Alice-Commissary Ridge Inventoried Roadless Area). 

Bonneville cutthroats are descendants of Yellowstone cutthroats, and are 
similar in that their spots are distributed relatively evenly, but they differ from 
their Yellowstone ancestors in their tendency for silvery gray background 
colors.2 Bonneville cutthroats of the Bear River drainage are highly adapted 
to the area’s “harsh, highly fluctuating environment,” as evidenced by their 

“persistence despite a long history of non-native trout introductions.... Without 
superior survival capabilities, they would have been displaced by non-natives 
decades ago.”1

Bonneville cutthroat trout. Hobble Creek, Bridger-Teton National Forest. 
photo by Scott Yates

“There is no doubt that roadless areas in Wyoming provide 
some of the best hunting and fishing, for those willing to 
take a little effort and stretch their legs.

– Ben Lamb, Wyoming Wildlife Federation
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COLORADO RIVER CUTTHROAT TROUT
Colorado River cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarkii pleuriticus) are native to 
Wyoming’s Upper Green and Colorado River basins, but have been eliminated 
from much of their historic range by non-native trout and habitat degradation. As 
a result, most of Wyoming’s populations of Colorado River cutthroat are confined 
to short headwater streams. In fact, 73 percent of Wyoming’s Colorado River 
cutthroat populations occupy less than 5 miles of stream habitat and a total of 

CUTT-SLAM
Baseball players have their grand slam, and trout anglers can be recognized for 

their own version of a four-bagger by participating in the Wyoming Game and 

Fish Department’s Cutt-Slam. Initiated in 1996 by Pinedale fisheries biologist Ron 

Remmick, the Cutt-Slam draws attention to native fish in their native range. Anglers 

can achieve this hallmark by catching one of each of the four subspecies: Bonneville, 

Colorado River, Yellowstone, and Snake River finespotted cutthroat. Wyoming is 

the only state with four subspecies of native cutthroat trout and the program helps 

to highlight efforts to restore and manage wild cutthroat trout populations in their 

unique home waters.

All four subspecies are found on public national forests within the state, and three of 

the four are found in the Wyoming-Salt River ranges. Each subspecies relies heav-

ily on inventoried roadless lands for habitat. These same undeveloped lands allow 

anglers to chase the Cutt-Slam in settings of unsurpassed beauty. 

51 percent of their habitat lies in roadless areas. Efforts are being made by the 
Wyoming Game and Fish Department to expand these stream reaches and create 
networks of connected streams to improve the long term viability of the species. 
The largest restoration project in the state is underway in La Barge Creek, on the 
Bridger-Teton National Forest. Started in 2000, the La Barge project seeks to 
remove non-native trout and replace them with pure Colorado River cutthroat in 
2007. Similar restoration projects are underway in the Little Snake River system, 
where 35 miles of reclamation are planned; the Gilbert drainage, where 5 stream 
miles have been restored; and the High Savery project area, where 15 stream miles 
have been marked for restoration.

Restoration projects such as these are essential to the survival of the species and are 
the reason why Wyoming’s Colorado River cutthroat habitat increased by 29 percent 
between 1998 and 2003. The genetically pure populations existing in roadless areas 
maintain self-sustaining populations until downstream habitat can be restored or 
reclaimed, allowing populations to be re-connected to historic habitat. Protecting the 
backcountry areas where these populations reside is a vital piece of the restoration 
plan for Colorado River cutthroats, as well as other western native trout.
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ROAD MAINTENANCE BACKLOG
The Medicine Bow National Forest is criss-crossed by an astounding 2,592 miles 
of roads. The Forest Service simply does not have the resources to keep up main-
tenance on this overwhelming road network, and as a result, many of the forest’s 
roads have fallen into disrepair. The road maintenance problem on the Medicine 
Bow is consistent with national forests across the country, as evidenced by a 
national road maintenance and capital improvement backlog that exceeds $10 
billion. The Medicine Bow currently receives approximately $800,000 per year for 
all road maintenance, far short of the $3.5 million it would require to maintain the 
road system to standard. Due to years of inadequate funding, the Medicine Bow 
National Forest has amassed a $26 million road maintenance backlog.5

Better roads, not more roads

What does this mean? First, it means that there are already more than enough 
roads on our national forests. It does not make sense to build more roads when 
the Forest Service is unable to maintain existing roads. The greatest risk to public 
access for Wyoming sportsmen is road closures by the Forest Service because 
they cannot afford to maintain the existing road network. From a conservation per-
spective, poorly located and maintained roads mean increased sediment loads for 
the forest’s streams, which comprise the headwaters of popular trout fisheries in 
the North Platte River basin as well as important habitat for Colorado River cut-
throats. Finally, it means that perched or blocked culverts will continue to isolate 
fish populations by blocking fish passage.  

All roads and trails increase sedimentation, but poorly maintained roads do so at 
a vastly accelerated rate. Keeping up with basic road maintenance is crucial to 
both maintaining public access to public lands and waters and to minimizing the 
negative affects of roads on aquatic resources.

Increased sedimentation can:

1. Bury spawning gravel. This can diminish fish reproduction by smother-
ing eggs and by reducing the availability of gravel spawning habitat. The 
spaces between gravel are also used by juvenile fish during the early 
rearing stage. Filling in these spaces negatively affects spawning success 
and juvenile trout survival.

2. Coat the gravel in which aquatic insects reside. Anyone who has fished 
during a major hatch knows how important aquatic insects are as a food 
source for trout. By filling the spaces between rocks where most nymphs 
live, sedimentation can result in less food for trout.

3. Reduce pool depth. Sediment commonly settles in pools, causing a 
reduction in pool depth. In the winter, large trout rely on pools for more 
moderate water temperatures and ice-free refuges. In the summer, deep 
pools provide relief from the elevated water temperatures that can stress 
trout populations. Turning deep pools into shallow flats can cause an 
overall increase in stream temperature. Even a slight increase in water 
temperature has been shown to help non-natives, such as brook trout, 
outcompete native cutthroats.6

10

Hobble Creek backcountry, Wyoming Range. photo by James Johnston
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In the wild lands of the Sierra Madre, Bighorn, Absaroka, Wyoming 
and Salt mountain ranges are found some of the finest deer and 
elk hunts in the world. If they retain their pristine character, these 
rugged landscapes promise to provide general season access 
to abundant game populations for years to come. If they do not 

— if new roads are built into deer and elk habitat — then Wyoming 
hunters will inevitably see reduced hunting opportunities and more 
restrictive seasons, in terms of length, number of permits, and 
technology restrictions.

As this section shows, the longest general seasons for deer and elk, 
the highest bull harvests, and the best general-season success rates 
are found in hunt areas with abundant backcountry lands. Conversely, 
the loss of secure habitat to roads has been directly linked to declin-
ing herd condition and reduced hunting opportunities.

The recent history of big game hunting in Wyoming provides numer-
ous examples of hunt areas where excessive road building led to 
the establishment of limited quota hunts or a drastic reduction 
in the general season length. If new road building continues this 
trend, certain hunting opportunities could be lost. At the time of 
this writing, general hunts exist in 51 elk units and 125 deer units. 
Thanks to these general seasons, hunters can apply for a limited 
quota tag and, if they do not draw one, still have the chance to 
hunt a general season. If more roads are built into deer and elk 
habitat, more hunt areas could go from general seasons to limited 
quota hunts.

Excessive motorized traffic on public lands has been known to alter 
elk distribution. Several studies have corroborated what elk hunt-
ers have known for years: Elk flee from motorized traffic until they 
find secure habitat.7 During summer, habitat disturbance results in 
lost forage opportunity, wasted energy, and reduced weight gain. 
Another potential impact of elk redistribution is that elk will vacate 
public lands in favor of relatively secure private lands — often in 
the form of an early migration to winter range. This has been docu-
mented around the Bighorn National Forest and the ultimate effect 
is fewer animals accessible to public land hunters. 

“Roadless areas hold elk in locations where they are huntable 
and the land provides good food. When you start to lose your 
conifer security habitat, elk often find ‘hell holes’ (security by 
topography) where few hunters go and food is poor.”

– Bert Jellison, wildlife biologist, Wyoming Game & Fish Department
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BACKCOUNTRY ROADLESS AREAS OFFER  
LONGER HUNTING SEASONS 

ELK

General antlered elk hunts exist in 51 of Wyoming’s 119 elk hunt 

areas. The land base in hunt areas with long general elk seasons 

is predominantly undeveloped. In comparison, the hunt areas with 

limited-entry elk seasons contain little or no pristine land.

In units that have only limited hunts for antlered elk, 6 percent of 

the land is undeveloped.

In units with 5-22 days in the general elk season, 24 percent of the 

land is undeveloped.

In units with > 30 days in the general elk season, 47 percent of the 

land is undeveloped.

In units with > 35 days in the general elk season, 62 percent of the 

land is undeveloped.

 
MULE DEER

General mule deer hunts exist in 125 of Wyoming’s 155 hunt areas, 

but the majority of those hunts last only a couple of weeks. The 

land base in hunt areas with long general rifle hunts for mule deer 

is predominantly undeveloped. 

In units that are closed or have only limited hunts for mule deer,  

6 percent of the land is undeveloped.

In units with 1-20 days in the general mule deer season, 6 percent 

of the land is undeveloped.

In units with 21-30 days in the general mule deer season, 37 percent 

of the land is undeveloped.

In units with 31-40 days in the general mule deer season, 72 percent 

of the land is undeveloped.

In units with 41-45 days in the general mule deer season, 94 percent 

of the land is undeveloped. 

photo by Matt Handy
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BIGHORN NATIONAL FOREST ELK SECURITY
Elk security habitat, areas where elk can go to escape distur-
bance, is defined as a forested area larger than 250 acres that is 
at least ½ mile from an open road. Elk security habitat is the key 
to ensuring hunting opportunity on the Bighorn National Forest 
and across all of Wyoming’s public lands. Only 24 percent of 
potential elk security habitat remains on the Bighorn National 
Forest. Due to this lack of security habitat, game managers have 
gone to limited quota hunting seasons on 8 of the forest’s 10 hunt 
areas. The hunt areas where general seasons remain possess 
large amounts of inventoried roadless land. 

The majority of elk security habitat losses have come as a result of 
the forest’s extensive road network. Eighty-six percent of remain-
ing security habitat is found in undeveloped areas. Despite its lack 
of roads, the 189,000 acre Cloud Peak Wilderness accounts for 
only 6 percent of the forest’s security habitat. The result is a heavy 
reliance on unprotected lands to conserve the remaining security 
areas and maintain quality elk hunting in the Bighorns.

Big game managers know that where security habitat is insuf-
ficient, they must establish hunting restrictions that will ensure 
the health of the area’s elk herd. Therefore losses in security 
habitat that would result from new road building lead directly to 
decreases in hunting opportunity. Bert Jellison, a biologist with 
the Wyoming Game and Fish Department, calculated that a loss 
of 10,000 acres of security area might ultimately result in an 
annual reduction of 1,600 hunter recreation days, and a loss of 
$133,904 per year to the local economy.11

“More security areas allow more liberal hunting 
seasons that result in much broader and more 
numerous recreation opportunities.”10 

– Bert Jellison, wildlife biologist,  
Wyoming Game & Fish Department



No elk units show the impact of roads on the quality of hunting more clearly than hunt 

areas 35 and 36 in the Bighorns. Logging and roads in hunt area 35 have dramatically 

dropped the opportunity for the state’s elk hunters, with a resulting loss in annual 

revenue to the region of more than $730,000 according to Wyoming Game and Fish 

Department estimates. Only 50 to 75 bull elk licenses are issued to gun hunters and 

the odds of receiving one are 1 in 7.11 Meanwhile, just next door in hunt area 36, the 

elk hunting opportunity has been stable, and has even increased in recent years.

This map illustrates how an area with abundant backcountry land can sustain quality 

elk hunting opportunities over time, while a heavily roaded area experiences a loss 

in hunter days. Big game managers instituted a limited quota elk hunt in hunt area 

35 because logging roads had eliminated most elk security habitat, making elk too 

vulnerable during the hunting season. A fire that burned through the Rock Creek 

Roadless Area in hunt area 36 saved it from being roaded and logged when timber 

harvest occurred in the forest of hunt area 35. As a result, 36 still offers a general elk 

hunt, producing big bulls for hunters and a significant boost to the local economy.

19
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WOOD RIVER BACKCOUNTRY
One day in 1981, a ranch dog came home from a foray in the hills outside 
Meeteetse, Wyoming, with a dead animal that no one had ever seen before. It 
was a black-footed ferret, a little predator that was thought to be long extinct. 
Suddenly, the tiny town in northwestern Wyoming became a sensation. Biologists 
and journalists from around the world came to see the last colony of black-footed 
ferrets in existence. Now, more than two decades later, the black-footed ferret is on 
its way to recovery from near extinction, and the colony of ferrets that originated at 
the base of the Absaroka Range outside Meeteetse has provided the gene stock 
for ferrets in numerous western states. 

Black-footed ferrets may not be on the minds of the average sportsman who 
shoulders a .30-06 and hikes into elk country, or the angler who casts for native 
trout, but they do speak to the wildness of the land surrounding this little cowtown-
turned-wildlife paradise. At the heart of this landscape are the drainages of the 
Greybull and Wood rivers, two little-known streams that feed into the famous Big 
Horn River and are both excellent fisheries in their own right. These two rivers drain 
some of the wildest country in the lower 48.

Collectively, the Greybull-Wood River roadless lands comprise some of Wyoming’s 
most unique high country. In many ways, the steep mountains and braided river 
bottoms remind one more of Alaska than the heart of Wyoming. Timber is scarce 
on much of this terrain, which provides quality habitat for many species of mammals. 
The wide-open nature of this land makes for unusual interactions between animals 
that usually roam other ecosystems.

“I’ve seen pronghorns at 11,000 feet and bighorn sheep and grizzlies running 
around in the same country,” said Jerry Longobardi, the Meeteetse game warden 
for the Wyoming Game and Fish Department. “I don’t think there’s anywhere else 
on Earth that has that.”

Longobardi has patrolled this stunning setting for two decades and in that time, he 
has come to know it well. His forays into the tall country have resulted in not only 
unusual wildlife observations, but historic discoveries as well, including numerous 
bison skulls at high altitude in the mountains.

“There’s no trees,” said Longobardi. “Why would a buffalo lie around swatting flies in the 
riverbottoms when they could go clear to the top of the mountain? And they did.”

Although bison no longer roam in the high country, today the Greybull-Wood River 
area provides excellent habitat for other species, particularly bighorn sheep and elk. 
For bighorn sheep hunters, the local hunting unit (Hunt Area 5) is one of the most 

coveted in all of Wyoming. Each year, an average of 50 rams are taken in this one 
hunt area alone, representing more than 35 percent of all rams taken in the state.

“I have seen a lot of country in my life and I think it’s the best bighorn sheep and elk 
habitat I’ve ever seen anywhere,” said Longobardi, who worked for several years 
in Alaska on the North Slope oil pipeline and cowboyed in Montana and Wyoming 
before becoming a game warden for the state. 

“This is a pretty neat and unusual place and a lot of it is totally unprotected,” said 
Longobardi. “It’s some of the wildest country, if not the wildest country, in all of 
Wyoming and it’s not designated wilderness.”

Wood River backcountry. photo by  Brian Sybert
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When road networks eliminate elk security habitat and 
hunting pressure is not limited by big game managers, 
herd condition can suffer as a result of over-harvest. Take, 
for example, hunt area 81 south of Moran. The area used 
to possess some of the best elk habitat in the country, 
with an abundance of open meadows interspersed with 
sagebrush and timber. It was logged in the late 1950s 
and early 1960s, and the road network eventually took a 
toll on the elk herd. The over-harvest of bull elk resulted 
in bull:cow ratios of just 9:100, with only 4:100 mature 
bulls (20 bulls per 100 cows is considered good). 

The absence of mature bulls throws off the timing of the 
breeding season, causing calves to be born over a period 
of months, rather than hitting the ground all at once. This 
allows predators to have a greater impact on calf survival 
than they would if calves were born at the same time. 
These are the types of impacts that game managers seek 
to avoid when they reduce the length of general seasons 
or implement limited quota hunts.

photo by Mark Pokorny
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SIERRA MADRE RANGE
South-central Wyoming’s Sierra Madre Range cradles Wyoming’s largest and 
healthiest stand of aspen and the state’s only significant oakbrush. For this reason 
alone, it is a wildlife haven, providing quality habitat for a large elk herd, a strong 
mule deer population, a small but growing number of moose, and numerous 
Colorado River cutthroat waters. 

There are two small wilderness areas in this range, the Huston Park Wilderness 
and the Encampment River Wilderness. Both are very important for wildlife and 
fisheries. The Huston Park Wilderness is located on the spine of the range and has 
large stands of Engelmann spruce and lodgepole pine. It includes several big high-
mountain parks that are used heavily by elk during the summer, as well as during 
hunting season. Roadless areas on the edge of the wilderness provide key areas 
for undisturbed elk calving. The Encampment River Wilderness protects one of the 
state’s best backcountry streams (the Encampment River) which is accessible just 
a few minutes outside the town of Encampment or from the upper end near the 
Colorado line. The river is renowned for its brown and rainbow trout fishing and it 

offers an unspoiled outdoor experience within a few hours’ drive of Cheyenne and 
Colorado’s Front Range.

Several undeveloped areas adjacent to and surrounding the two wilderness areas 
provide crucial buffer zones for wildlife and fisheries in this small range. From 
north to south these include Strawberry Creek, Deep Creek, Singer Peak, Bridger 
Peak, Battle Creek, Little Snake, Solomon Creek, Mowry Peak, East Fork of the 
Encampment, and Bear Mountain. The lands fill the gaps between wilderness 
and areas that have been crossed by gravel and paved roads. They provide qual-
ity habitat and security cover for wildlife and protect the top-notch fishery in the 
range. These zones are also crucial for watersheds; the Sierra Madre provides 
clear, cold water for irrigators and several municipalities, including Wyoming’s 
capital city, Cheyenne. 

In the Sierra Madre the unprotected backcountry lands provide reservoirs of qual-
ity hunting opportunity, unchecked migration routes, and security cover for wildlife. 
For the hunter in search of a good bull elk or mule deer buck, the Sierra Madre 
offers as good an opportunity as any region in the state. This is particularly true in 
areas that have few roads. 

“If I have a choice of hunting an area where there’s a lot of roads or hunting a walk-
in area, I’m going to hunt the walk-in area because it’s better hunting,” says Mike 
Eastman, a Wyoming native and one of the nation’s leading authorities on big game 
hunting. “You tell me a place other than a private ranch that is good hunting that 
has a lot of roads. There just isn’t good hunting where there are a lot of roads.”

Eastman is an author, cinematographer, and publisher of the widely-recognized 
hunting magazine, The Eastman’s Journal. He spends months every year out in 
backcountry areas hunting and photographing big game. 

“Roads just don’t make good hunting because the wildlife is just not there,” he says. 
In his book, Hunting High Country Mule Deer, Eastman pinpointed the Sierra 
Madre as one of the state’s top areas for high-country mule deer hunting. “I’m a 
multiple use advocate, but if you build roads into a place and keep them open, the 
hunting isn’t going to be good at all. The elk and deer will just leave.”

The roadless lands in the Sierra Madre are of particular importance with gas and 
coalbed methane exploration on the rise, particularly on the Atlantic Rim near 
Rawlins. Keeping the intermediate country between the high country and the desert 
relatively free of development such as roads will ensure that hunting and fishing 
quality stays high and lasts generations.Little Snake River backcountry. photo by Pat Tennant
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“Public land is the only place where a person who makes an average income 
can afford to go hunting. Having land that is roadless is crucial for a person 
like me. The hunting is better, that’s just a fact. There is just more wildlife 
there. Wildlife goes where the people aren’t and if you’ve got a major indus-
trial road busting through it, the wildlife is going to leave.”

– Dave Glenn, lifelong hunter and board member of Backcountry Hunters and Anglers
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WYOMING-SALT RIVER RANGES
The Wyoming and Salt River ranges in extreme western Wyoming are the state’s 
premiere sporting grounds, encompassing hundreds of thousands of acres of 
public land stretching from the Hoback River Canyon on the north all the way 
south to the town of Kemmerer. This tall country provides Wyoming’s best trophy 
mule deer hunting, world class elk and Shiras moose hunting, and quality habitat 
for three of Wyoming’s four native cutthroats.

Big game heaven
For years, this mountain country has been one of the best-kept secrets for mule 
deer hunters in search of a trophy book buck. With its high timberline basins of 
scattered whitebark pine and lush green slopes, and its sage- and bitterbrush-cov-
ered foothill benches, this is mule deer heaven. It simply grows big bucks. Today, 

the backcountry enjoys a world-renowned and well-deserved reputation and has 
been featured in many outdoors and trophy hunting magazines. Each fall, sports-
men from around the world descend upon this range in search of that buck of a 
lifetime. Many are not disappointed. 

“The mule deer herds of western Wyoming represent a world-class wildlife resource; 
the epicenter of which is the Wyoming Range,” says Hall Sawyer, a wildlife biolo-
gist with Western EcoSystems Technology, Inc. “The unique combination of mid-
elevation shrub and aspen communities, extensive high-elevation forb communities, 
rugged terrain, and relatively few roads make the Wyoming Range ideal for mule 
deer and the outdoor enthusiasts who enjoy them.”

Encroaching development
In the last half-decade, our nation’s appetite for oil and gas has opened up crucial 
chunks of mule deer winter range to development, carving roads onto sagebrush-
cloaked ridges and eating up thousands of acres of critical wildlife habitat with 
drill pads, holding tanks, reserve pits, and other infrastructure. Human activity, from 
workers at well sites to 18-wheelers on new roads, poses a significant threat to 
this famed mule deer herd. According to an ongoing study of mule deer on the 
Pinedale Anticline, conducted by Sawyer’s company, changes in births, deaths, and 
emigration resulted in a 46 percent reduction in deer abundance over four years.12 
Today, the unprecedented development on mule deer winter range at the toe of the 
mountains will negatively impact tomorrow’s mule deer hunter. 

Protecting the high country
While the oil and gas development on Bureau of Land Management land in the 
foothills has irreparably damaged critical wildlife habitat, there are still large chunks 
of the range that are vital to at least keeping a small portion of what once was. This 
is U.S. Forest Service land between the high peaks and the low country where mule 
deer spend parts of spring, summer and fall. Here, big backcountry areas provide 
critical habitat and the key to this critical habitat is that it is largely without roads. 
While winter range has been roaded, cut up and sliced apart, this intermediate 
habitat remains largely untouched. What this means for a big buck summering in 
the high country is that even if his winter range has been roaded, the summer and 
fall range can provide enough undisturbed foraging habitat so that buck can enter 
the winter in as good a condition as possible. Were it not for undeveloped lands, 
that same buck might spend a summer on the move, running from one human dis-
turbance to the next and entering the winter in poor condition. Pristine lands help 

Wyoming Range backcountry. photo by Tom Reed
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that buck to stay in top shape. Big bucks are old bucks and old bucks do not get 
that way without some rugged country that is largely free of man’s impacts.

Mike Eastman, in his book Hunting High Country Mule Deer, wrote, “Bucks seem 
to have a sixth sense that lets them know when their territory is being invaded by 
a human. A mature buck picks up on any unusual activity or noise, slipping off to 
his alternative living area in an instant.”

Keeping an area largely free of man’s impacts is crucial for growing big bucks. The 
number-two and number-three mule deer hunt areas in the state in terms of bucks 
per square mile are found in hunt areas 154 and 142, both of which are in the 
Wyoming-Salt River ranges. Both of these units contain large portions of roadless 
land where bucks can mature, grow, and achieve trophy status. It is no surprise that 
Wyoming’s number-one record book mule deer came from the Wyoming Range. 
Keeping this critical opportunity and passing it on to our children will depend upon 
keeping lands undeveloped and unroaded. 

Three natives
The range is also home to three of Wyoming’s four native trout. It is possible for the 
dedicated angler to catch all three in a long weekend, traveling among three major 
drainages in these mountains, and be well on the way to the coveted Cutt-Slam. 
The trio — Bonneville, Colorado River, and Snake River finespotted cutthroat trout 
— all depend upon unroaded habitat in the Bridger-Teton National Forest. These 
are headwaters areas, with clear, clean, cold water providing spawning ground 
and a nursery for newly-hatched and young trout. Without backcountry to protect 
these important watersheds, Wyoming anglers would lose out on a unique sport-
ing opportunity. 

In recent years, the state council of Trout Unlimited has joined with such other 
nonprofits like the Foundation for North American Wild Sheep in an effort to pro-
vide financial incentives to permittees to retire several livestock grazing allotments 
in the range. These allotment waivers have been a key component of protecting 
wild sheep and wild trout habitat. Yet all of the good that is done by these partner-
ships can be undone by the construction of one road into country that has been 
road-free. 

There are places that should be saved for the hunting and fishing future of our chil-
dren and off-limits to development. This mountain country is one of those places.
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ECONOMICS
Though fossil fuels drive a large segment of our economy, healthy ecosystems 
remain our foundation. Thousands of Wyomingites depend on pristine landscapes 
to draw residents and non-residents to the forests and rivers stretching from Devil’s 
Tower to Grand Teton. The striking scenery draws 4 million tourists and $1.9 bil-
lion each year, making it the state’s second-largest industry. Hunting and fishing 
guides, outfitters, motel owners, and others rely on substantial populations of fish 
and game to sustain their livelihoods. Elk, mule deer and bighorn sheep hunting 
alone draws more than 56,000 people (21,000 from out-of-state) to Wyoming’s 
forests, leaving behind nearly $64 million in the state.13 Anglers spent approxi-
mately $423 million in Wyoming in 2002, and the sportfishing industry creates 
some 3,500 Wyoming jobs.17 In 2004, nearly 6,900 elk, mule deer and bighorn 
sheep hunters used a guide service, and using a modest estimate of $2,000 per 
client, these services account for nearly $14 million every year.14 As shown in this 
report, big game animals require large tracts of unbroken landscape in order to 
thrive and native wild fish tend to thrive in more intact river systems. Therefore, as 
roads divide and fragment remaining security areas, native trout fishing  and big 
game hunting opportunities will decrease, effectively limiting the income of those 
who depend on robust fish and wildlife populations.

Economic and Social Importance of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife-Watching in Wyoming:16

• Resident anglers: 117,000

• Resident hunters: 65,000

• Residents who annually participate in  
wildlife-watching activities: 154,000

• Non-resident anglers: 176,000

• Non-resident hunters: 68,000

• Non-residents who annually participate in  
wildlife-watching activities: 910,000

• Money annually spent in-state by anglers: $212 million

• Money annually spent in-state by hunters: $123 million

• Money annually spent in-state by participants of  
wildlife-watching activities: $265 million

 
License

 
Hunters

 
License Income

Total Hunter  
Expenditure

MULE DEER

Resident 38,294 $ 1,185,266 $ 19,368,273

Nonresident 27,240 $ 6,788,600 $ 10,720,851

ELK

Resident 43,114 $ 1,615,445 $ 24,225,196

Nonresident 10,486 $ 4,470,000 $  8,988,022

BIGHORN SHEEP

Resident 168 $ 13,650 $ 306,882

Nonresident 66 $ 99,000 $ 256,096

(Data Source for above table): Hunter and Angler Expenditures; Estimates of 2001 

Expenditures in Wyoming by Hunters and Anglers15
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Trout Unlimited’s Public Lands Initiative

Protecting The Places We Hunt and Fish

All of our actions on the land are ultimately reflected in 

the quality of fish and wildlife habitat. More than 50 mil-

lion Americans hunt and fish. Too often, their voices and 

interests are lost in the din of controversy that has come to 

define public land management. The intent of TU’s Public 

Lands Initiative is to cut through the noise and: 

• Develop sound scientific and technical information dem-

onstrating the importance of public lands to coldwater 

fisheries, wildlife and fishing/hunting opportunities; 

• Build an alliance of TU members, wildlife and fisheries 

conservation groups, hunting and angling clubs, and fish 

and wildlife professionals to advocate for management 

policies on public lands that protect the long-term health 

of coldwater fisheries as well as wildlife; and

• Inform the broader public on how incredibly important 

public lands are to protecting and restoring coldwater 

fisheries and wildlife habitat, and the tremendous fishing, 

hunting and other outdoor opportunities public lands 

provide. 

Under this Initiative, Trout Unlimited has established spe-

cific field programs to address three major management 

issues affecting fish and wildlife habitat on public lands: 

• Restoring lands degraded by abandoned hard rock 

mines; 

• Oil, gas and coal bed methane development in the 

Interior West; and 

• Roadless and wilderness area protection. 
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To learn more, please visit our website at http://www.tu.org

Join Trout Unlimited on-line at http://www.tu.org or call (800) 834-2419
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